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“nothing But the Best is good enough 
for the young.” dileMMas of  
the translator of Children’s literature
Abstract:	No	doubt	the	world	without	Winnie	the	Pooh,	Pippi	Longstocking,	Pinocchio	or	
Moomin	Trolls	would	have	been	less	colourful.	Characters	from	fairy	tales	imperceptibly	
slip	 into	 young	 readers’	 minds	 and	 tend	 to	 stay	 there	 forever.	 Children	 accept	 them	
unconditionally	 and	 do	 not	 ask	 questions	 about	 their	 descent.	 Children’s	 response	




translator–author	 dichotomy.	 It	 points	 to	 different	 attitudes	 toward	 the	 translator’s	
creativity	and	“visibility.”	It	examines	 terminological	ambiguities	of	such	notions	as	
“adaptation,”	 “reconstruction,”	 “rewriting”	 and	 “translation.”	 Finally,	 it	 deals	 with	
translation	challenges	that	arise	from	didactic,	entertaining	and	aesthetic	functions	of	
children’s	books.
Keywords:	 children’s	 literature,	 adaptation,	 reproduction,	 retelling,	 foreignization,	
domestication
Only one sort of children’s literature should never ever be written,
books which are botched together in an early morning break
by a writer [translator] who thinks it isn’t of any importance 
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translator–author dichotomy
The	 origins	 of	 the	 modern	 methods	 of	 translating	 children’s	 literature	
should	be	sought	in	the	old	distinction	between	source-oriented	and	target-





visible.”	They	 have	 been	 seen	 as	 transmitters	who,	 by	 remaining	 unin-
volved	and	objective,	 can	mechanically	produce	 target	 texts	because,	 as	
Walter	Benjamin	wrote,	“a	real	translator	is	transparent”	(Benjamin	1989	
qtd	 in	Oittinen	 1993:	 93).	Many	 scholars	 dealing	with	 children’s	 litera-
ture	translation	still	agree	with	this	statement.	Patricia	Crampton	compares	
translators	to	musicians	who	try	to	objectively	render	the	composer’s	in-












of	 the	 text	 to	 young	 recipients’	 needs,	 the	 second	 is	 aimed	 at	 introduc-






























ing	 to	Archimedes’	principle.	During	 this	process,	 the	 source	 text	 reacts	







but	as	 the	years	passed,	one	distinction	became	clear:	 if	you	are	 translating	
(...)	reverse	the	advice,	and	as	you	revise	your	translation,	refer	back	again	and	
again	to	the	original”	(2002:	47).












harmonious	 combination	of	 two	 reading	methods	 that	makes	 it	 possible	
to	understand	the	source	 text	both	subjectively	and	objectively	(Oittinen	
2000:	28).
The	 double	 task	 set	 for	 the	 translator-reader	 is	 not	 alien	 to	 Emer	
O’Sullivan,	 the	author	of	 the	communicative	model	of	 translation.	Won-
dering	“what	kinds	of	translators	are	in	the	text,”	O’Sullivan	(2005:	108)	
sketches	the	following	diagram:	
While	 discussing	 translators’	 creativity,	 one	 should	 not	 forget	 about	
their	personal	traits	revealed	in	the	translated	book.	Apart	from	their	own	




However,	not	all	 scholars	approve	of	 this	approach.	Some	argue	 that	

















































have	great	 liberty	of	artistic	choice;	 translation	of	prose	for	children,	 just	
like	that	for	adults,	is	more	restricted	(Barańczak	1992:	68).
There	is,	therefore,	no	agreement	on	how	books	for	children	should	be	
translated	 and	 how	much	 artistic	 freedom	 should	 be	 allowed	 to	 transla-
tors.	In	consequence,	every	“foreign”	text	that	enters	the	native	canon	of	




tion	along	with	“translation”	while	 scholars	 try	 in	vain	 to	determine	 the	
distinctions	between	the	concepts.
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adaptation reconstruction rewriting translation
the degree of freedom 
increases
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translation problems and children’s literature


















psychological,	moral	and	aesthetic	 requirements	 (...)?	What	does	 the	market	
allow	me,	want	me	or	forbid	me	to	do?	(Boie	1995	qtd	in	O’Sullivan	2005:	14)
We	may	argue	 that	 translation	dilemmas	 stem	 from	 three	 fundamen-
tal	 tasks	 that	 children’s	 literature	 has	 always	 been	 expected	 to	 perform.	
The	didactic	aim	informs	such	decisions	as:	should	the	translated	text	be	
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depending	 on	 the	 country,	 its	 culture	 and	 social	 determinants.	 Should	















One	of	 these	 inconvenient	subjects	 is	a	 religious	allusion:	“if	a	book	
from	 a	 strictly	Catholic	 or	 from	 an	 orthodox	 Jewish	milieu	 is	 to	 ‘land’	
on	 an	 alien	 shore,	 adaptation	will	 be	 a	necessary	 evil	 if	 the	 ‘landing’	 is	
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not	to	become	stranding”	(Stolt	1976:	134).	Monica	Burns	gives	the	ex-















a	Moomin	 book,	 the	 sentence	 I just had to go out to pee	was	 replaced	








head	 on	 the	Moomintroll’s	 lap	 (Klingberg	 1986:	 59).	 Literary	 allusions	












adult	 characters	 in	children’s	books,	particularly	violence	 (e.g.	maltreat-
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ment	of	one’s	own	wife)	or	child	abuse	(Klingberg	1986:	61).	Allusions	
that	may	make	young	recipients	worried	disappear	at	times	as	well,	espe-
cially	when	 they	 refer	 to	 the	 topic	of	death	or	poverty	 (Adamczyk-Gar-
bowska	1988:	156;	Oittinen	2000:	91–92).







































Isabel	Pascula	 states	 that	 through	 this	 kind	 of	 “exotization”	 children	
do	not	have	 to	 leave	 their	 rooms	 in	order	 to	 travel,	because	 translations	
























festation”	 (Benchat,	Valdivieso	 1992:	 10).	To	 solve	 language	 problems,	
translators	can	either	create	 the	 illusion	of	“familiarity”	by	adjusting	the	
text	 to	 linguistic	norms	of	 the	 target	 culture	or	break	 the	norms	and	 re-
veal	peculiarities	of	 the	source	 language.	Contemporary	approaches	rec-
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rendered	as	more	solemn	(Shavit	1986:	128).	In	most	European	countries,	




























guistic	 abilities	 by	misspellings	 and	 punctuation	 errors,	 sound	 deforma-
tions,	 anagrams,	 alliteration,	 nonsense	 words,	 onomatopoeic	 words,	 bi-
zarre	similes,	hyperboles,	repetitions,	tautologies,	riddles	and	puns,	jokes	
involving	 logic,	poems	and	parody,	stylized	forms	of	bad	 language,	col-
loquial	 expressions,	 dialects	 and	 other	 non-standard	 forms	 of	 language,	
as	well	 as	 foreign	words	 and	 expressions	 (Adamczyk-Garbowska	1988:	
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47–80;	 Kenda	 2002:	 35–37;	 Klingberg	 1986:	 67–70;	 O’Sullivan	 2005:	
87–91;	Tabbert	 2002:	 319–321).	These	 linguistic	 devices	 are	 frequently	














source	 text	 which	 are	 problematic	 from	 the	 translator’s	 point	 of	
view.
3)	 Do	not	use	long	explanations	and	inserted	intratextual	digressions	
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lenge	 to	 translators.	 Translated	 books	 should	 reflect	 the	 sound	 quality	
of	 their	 originals.	The	words	must	 “flow	 smoothly”	 (Puurtinnen	1993:	
162),	and	the	entire	text	“should	live,	roll,	taste	good”	on	both	child’s	and	




This	 problem	 is	 related	 to	 another	 crucial	 issue,	 i.e.	 performance.	 In	
































Scholars	 agree	 that	 before	 a	 translation	 appears	 in	 a	 bookstore,	 the	
translator	should	make	sure	that	it	is	as	easy	to	read	aloud	as	the	original.	
Moreover,	 translators	 should	 test	 this	 reading	ease	empirically	 (Adam-
czyk-Garbowska	1988:	34).	“The	translator	has	to	create	a	text	for	oral	
rendition	–	 the	obvious	way	of	doing	 this	 for	 translators	 is	 to	 read	 the	
translation	aloud	to	themselves”	(Morup	Hansen	2005:	164).	Eugene	A.	
Nida	and	Charles	R.	Taber	suggest	 that	 the	only	reliable	 test	 is	 to	read	
the	translation	out	loud	in	front	of	an	audience	(Nida,	Taber	1982	qtd	in	
Puurtiinen	1993:	165–167),	although	their	recommendation	has	not	been	
verified.	In	Linguistic Acceptability in Translated Children’s Literature, 
Tina	Puurtinen	categorizes	read-aloud	mistakes	to	measure	“readability”	
(1993:	170).
The	aesthetic	 reception	of	a	 translation	depends	also	on	 illustrations,	
inextricably	 linked	 with	 children’s	 literature	 since	 the	 beginning	 of	 the	





2001:	 23).	 Their	 suggestiveness	 can	 be	 so	 great	 that	 “babies	 ‘pick’	 ice	
creams	off	pages	and	‘lick’	them,	they	‘smell’	the	flowers	that	are	shown	in	
the	pictures,	they	‘kiss’	dolls	and	teddies”	(Eccleshare	1988:	15).	















and	more	difficult	 to	 translate.	Translation	of	 an	 iconotext	 is	 sometimes	









Sometimes,	 illustrations	 lead	 to	changes	 in	 translated	books.	On	 the	
one	hand,	translators	of	children’s	literature	can	dispense	with	those	frag-
ments	of	 the	 text	which	 they	consider	as	unnecessary	 repetitions	of	 the	
illustrations.	On	the	other	hand,	by	trying	to	convey	the	written	message	
more	precisely,	they	excessively	extend	it	by	supplementing	it	with	details	
from	 the	 illustrations	 (Oittinen	2000:	108).	 It	 is	 particularly	difficult	 to	






































the	 young.	Unfortunately,	 it	 is	 impossible	 to	 determine	which	 solutions	
will	lead	to	translations	that	are	good	from	a	child’s	point	of	view.	There	
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